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Complete control
of the Nice
home
The MyNice gateway is completed
by the new MNIBD interface to also
manage and control Nice bidirectional
automations.
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*GSM 4G
module

Alarm and automations under
control from a single app.
MNIBD
module

MyNice

*The 4G GSM module lets you manage the MyNice system even without an Internet connection

MNIBD
The plug-in interface ultra-easy
to install in all MyNice gateways, even those
already installed, and ultra-easy to use as
no configuration is needed.

Thanks to the possibility of setting scenarios, your home will automatically
manage the devices according to your preferences. For example: open
the gate when you activate the alarm system, or turn the lights on when the
alarm system is activated.
Know the status of your home wherever you are: through the MyNice World
app and thanks to the new MNIBD interface, you can manage the MyNice
safety system and finally know the status of all Nice bidirectional
automations wherever you are.

MyNice World
App

With the MyNice World app,
you can manage the alarm
system remotely and now
also know the status of the
automations connected to
the MyNice gateway, such as
blinds, awnings, rolling shutters,
gates, garage doors and lighting
and irrigation systems.

Maximum
control of the
automations
“rolling shutter open living
room”, “alarm activated”
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Module

MyNice
Gateway

Smartphone
Smartwatch

Motors or
bidirectional
receivers

Photopir

“garage flooding detector
warning”

More value
to your safety
system

As well as ensuring the safety of
your home with the smoke and
flooding detectors, thanks to the
MyNice MNIBD bidirectional
interface, now you can also
know the status of your automations and manage them
wherever you are.
Is there a water leak in the garage?
Thanks to the MyNice system, you
receive a notification and can decide to open the garage door a little
to let any excess water drain away
and the air to circulate.
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The advantage of creating scenarios that interconnect devices and
functions in your smart home. The
new Nice bidirectional interface
lets you create a number of
combined actions that reflect
your lifestyle.

The house
moves
according
to your
preferences

MNIBD
Module

MyNice
Gateway

Close the rolling shutters or curtains and turn the lights off when
you activate the alarm.
Your everyday actions have never
been easier!
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